Harry A. Bigelow Teaching Fellows

If in addition to the artistic new paint job there is a cosmopolitan atmosphere about The Law School these days, it results in part from the 1951-52 group of Bigelow Fellows. Arthur L. Turner is from the University of Melbourne, Australia, where he received his A.B., LL.B., and LL.M. Mr. Turner, who is a veteran of the Australian army in World War II, formerly practiced in Victoria and comes to The Law School on leave of absence as a Lecturer in Law at the University of Melbourne.

Holland is represented this year by Mr. Herman J. A. C. Arens, who received his education at Canisius College and the University of Nijmegen. A graduate of the Law School of the University of Miami, Florida, Mr. Arens held a graduate fellowship in law at the University of Virginia prior to his appointment as a Bigelow Fellow.

Samuel Stoljar, a graduate of the University of London and Barrister at Law, Gray’s Inn, is also among this year’s group of Bigelow Fellows. Hume Scholar while he was at the University of London, Mr. Stoljar has also been Holt Scholar at Gray’s Inn.

The fourth Bigelow Fellow for this year comes from Columbia University. Mr. Joseph Levy received his A.B. from Columbia and graduated from the Columbia University Law School where he was Stone Scholar. A participant in the finals of the moot-court competition at Columbia, Mr. Levy previously was employed in the Legal Bureau of the New York State Liquor Authority.